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Introduction 
8.1 The aim of this paper is to assist the IAESB discussion on developing guidance for 

IES 6 on Assessment of Professional Capabilities and Competence. More 
specifically, the paper requests comments from Board members in identifying key 
issues and scope of the project, especially with respect to what content would be 
included in a tool kit on Assessment that would assist member bodies in 
implementation of good practice.  

 
Background Information 
8.2 The IAESB has issued the following Educational Pronouncements in the area of 

Assessment: 
  

IES 6 - Assessment of Professional Capabilities and Competence 
  This International Education Standard prescribes the requirements for a final 

assessment of a candidate’s professional capabilities and competence before 
qualification. More specifically, this standard covers the assessment of the 
professional capabilities (i.e. the professional knowledge, professional skills and 
professional values, ethics and attitudes) acquired through professional education 
programs (published October 2003). 

IEP 3 - Assessment Methods 
This International Education Paper considers the key concepts in assessment, 
provides a summarized evaluation of relevant assessment methods and then 
considers, in a non-prescriptive fashion, the assessment methods that are best suited 
to test different capabilities and competences, both knowledge-based and practically 
focused (published December 2004). 

 
8.3 At its February 2008 meeting the IAESB indicated the need for guidance in the form 

of good practice which would be targeted to the member bodies and addresses 
implementation issues including direction on processes and procedures that member 
bodies can use to deliver reliable and valid assessments, as well as identifying what 
are the appropriate elements needed to develop quality control processes.   
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Discussion Process   
8.4 In addressing the need to provide guidance it was suggested to develop a tool kit in 

the form of a compendium that compiles examples of good practice which are 
currently being demonstrated by member bodies.  The compendium of good practice 
would be expected to demonstrate the requirements set out in IES 6.  Paragraphs 6 
and 7 of the Standard describe what is expected to be included in the final recorded 
assessment and would be used as criteria to select examples of good practice in the 
area of assessment. 

 
8.5 The tool kit would be expected to show 5-6 examples of the processes used by 

member bodies to develop, evaluate, and provide feedback on the final recorded 
assessment. Each example would be expected to include a description of the process 
and procedures used in the development of examination questions, construction of 
examination forms, evaluation of examinations and reporting of examination results. 
Emphasis would be placed on ensuring that the examples of process were able to 
show validity, reliability, and fairness.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Proposed Way Forward 
8.6 As a result of the IAESB discussion, staff will work with the Chair of the task force 

to develop a project proposal for a tool kit which provides guidance to member 
bodies on the implementation of IES 6, Assessment of Professional Capabilities and 
Competence.  

 
 
 

Action requested: 
1) Does the IAESB agree with the approach of developing a tool kit 

as guidance which would take the form of a compendium of good 
practice examples demonstrated by member bodies? If not, what 
would be alternatives that the tool kit could take? 

2) What other information on assessment should be featured in the 
tool kit?  

3) What other criteria should be used to select examples of good 
practice? 

4) Which member bodies does the IAESB suggest as examples of 
good practice in the area of assessment? 
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Appendix 1.  IES 6, Paragraphs 6-8 
 
6.  The final assessment of capabilities and competence is normally in addition to 

purely academic qualifications and is beyond undergraduate degree level. This 
Standard prescribes that a significant proportion of this assessment should be in 
recorded form. It should test underpinning theoretical knowledge as well as the 
practical application of knowledge. 

 
7.  Candidates need to be able to demonstrate that they: 

(a)  have a sound technical knowledge of the specific subjects of the curriculum; 
(b)  can apply technical knowledge in an analytical and practical manner; 
(c)  can extract from various subjects the knowledge required to solve many-

sided or complex problems; 
(d)  can solve a particular problem by distinguishing the relevant information 

from the irrelevant in a given body of data; 
(e)  can, in multi-problem situations, identify the problems and rank them in the 

order in which they need to be addressed; 
(f)  appreciate that there can be alternative solutions and understand the role of 

judgment in dealing with them; 
(g)  can integrate diverse areas of knowledge and skills; 
(h)  can communicate effectively with users by formulating realistic 

recommendations in a concise and logical fashion; and 
(i)  can identify ethical dilemmas. 

  
 

 


